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Senate and student needs are some
Office Steven Goldberg.
;of the concerns Day Session Student
Government president Ainsley
tuition and I do not think that - .
Boisson wants to tackle this upcomple realize the impact on intema- ,
ing year. One of the main problems
By ROBYN ELLEN HENZEL
tional students."
Boisson wants to solve is the communication gap between students
Boisson agrees. "As far as the inand government.
.
A tuition increase of $1500 a year crease goes, I think it's a bit too
One idea to improve communica- i will be levied on foreign and out of drastic and unfair. Sure, the CUNY
Provost and Vice President for
John McGarraghy, University
tion will be a student questionnaire,
state students as of Spring 1989. budget has been cut in a lot of ways,
"an idea proposed by the dean of The decision was approved by th.e but what happened is that this is an Academic Affairs Paul LeClerc has dean for Academic Programs, has
students. The questionnaire would
City University of New York's election year, and in order to play, resigned from Baruch. Effective been named the 'Acting Provost and
be mailed to each student," Boisson
Board of Trustees on July 14, 1988. safe politics, they chose a group of : September 1. LeClerc will start his Vice President for Academic' Afnew job as president of Hunter Col- fairs at Baruch. According to Presiexplained, but added that a comDouglas Henderson, director of foreign students or non-residents lege, creating, according to Baruch dent Joel Segall, "He'll probably be
mittee, consisting of people from
Special Projects for the Office of who do not have voting power and president Joel Segalt,Ha big hole ,- here one YeM," until a search, finds
the DSSG and the Dean of Students , University Relations, said, I~It decided to put the entire burden on
here (at Baruch) that will be- dif- i a replacement for Paul LeClerc,
office. has to be created to forwas not necessarily in the summer, them. I think that other alternatives ficult to fill." .
;: former Provost and Vice President
mulate the questionnaire. It would
but as soon as we received word of should have been considered," he
LeClerc explained that ir's the ~ for Academic Affairs.
be designed to analyze student
the State's intention, we acted upon stated.
"logical next step in my career. ! \
McGarraghy stated. "I'm °ob_
needs . Boisson alsornentioned hav.
·'-1
0 that the ---------wwldn'l : have Iefr. Baruch for ~ viously delighted .to come to
It as soon
e_ s••• 'l ~
. -'T1..h-.
...~t
.
I
. "r'h .,....1'f'
1 t
. . as POSSlt.
.A
e ~ge of .students
\. .~u~ raffected
_
mg a co mnn In .z e I icser, .0 J~
non-res~uent stuue~ Will nave ~ Baruch is considerable. Estimates anythingelse than a pr~idency, and \ Baruch" andexplained, "One of the
tIIeiI1 (the students) know what -! much tune as possible to get their range from 10 to 11 percent of the
a good presidency." LeClerc was \
we're doing and to get them involv- i affairs in order...So, thus they have
chosen out of about 200 nationwide .
~."
---------- .-. -j·--aT-~t--a-Tii1r-sernester.s-n
;:.;;ICe;.;-.......there
~~~-~~~,Jg~~It-~IAII:A+=5i=~:-=.:~~~;;~~~
-are between· .J.;Jj~-t8--.wIHl~~~~·~can=t~SL .~~ .~o.J~ugJas-.--_.+---~~
The . question of dayeare. at
before they have to start Paying die Henderson, director of Special
Baruch has recently become an imincrease in tuition and in many of temational students that will be af- Projects for the Office of Universiportant issue. The daycare needs of
the cases that rneans having to go fected," Goldberg stated. Boisson ty Relations.
spoke about the scope of the in-:
Segall stated, "I feel great regret I
students would be included in t~e
back to their governments."
questionnaire. Boisson said that In
crease and commented "An in-: that. we're losing a man as valuable I
The increase itself was suggested crease, of $750 is drastic. That in- : as he," and added "he's ready for a !
}$
crease, If it was spread throughout: presidency." Most faculty and adto the CUNY Board by the State.
The State was specific in its sug- the entire student body, would have! ministration at Hunter refused to
gestion as to the amount of the in- been less drastic because you have a : comment on LeClerc. One Hunter
crease and as to which students lot more residents who go to the! dean who-asked not to be identified
CUNY schools; increase fees just: said, "He was chosen as president
,.
~ would be affected.
<
slightly for residents and just a bit: and that's all there is to it."
01'
"'" "
en
"We had no choice in increasing
<
more for the foreign students - the However. 1 anet Natapoff,: New Acting Pm¥Mt JeItII McGtu'l"alfly.
...l
the non-resident tuition" explained
gJ
increase would not be that drastic." . associate dean for the School of :
~ Henderson, and added "If we
Nursing at Hunter, said "We have! great advantages for ~e is that after
~
hadn't,
we
would
have
been
hit
with
The
impact
on
this
segment
of
:
four years in the central administra-e
...l
an even bigger cut. The State recom- Baruch's student population will be ~ confidence he will be effective when ! tion, I will have the opportunity 10
I
he comes here." Referring to the
mended that it come out of nonj resident tuition. If not, we would all the more keenly felt because they drop in enrollment the School of work with the students and faculty
are ineligible for financial aid to
of Baruch." McGarraghy was
I
had
to
make
up
the
money
have
help them meet the increase. Nursing has been experiencing, chosen by Segall.
DSSG Presidea. AiDsley Boisson.
some other way. We would have Goldberg said, "J ncreasing $1500 a
Segall explained that the search
order for Baruch to have daycare, had to make up an even larger year is going to create financial
will start soon. "In·a couple of
they "need evidence that would amount if we had not gone along hardship on most of the internaweeks, we'll start to advertise for
come from the questionnaire," with their suggestion."
tional students. The students are j
-e the position," he stated. The search
determining how many students
trying to contemplate what they can
~ committee has, not been officially
The sudden nature of the deci- do and what kinds of alternatives
have children who would use
-e formed yet and applications for the
sion, and its timing, concerns will be available to them. There is
daycare facilities.
...l
position will
be
accepted
Ainsley Boisson, president of the no financial aid for international
Boisson also wants Baruch to be
from around the country.
more involved with the University Stu- Day Session Student Government. students. Graduates can get
-e
See Page 4. Column 4
...l
dent Senate. "In the last few years, C4The way in which the increase was graduate assistantships and
Baruch hasn't been active with the passed, everything was done during undergraduates - some are workUSS. I want Baruch to take a more the summer. The student leaders ing on Baruch's work-study pr~
active role with the USS," Boisson were not notified ahead of time of a gram, but there won't be any tUIr------stated. The USS is a student lobby public hearing, which the CUNY tion assistance or anything like
i
I
group representing all the City' Board of Trustees. usually has what citizens or residents can
I :
Editorial 2
University of New York colleges. before they pass a decision like that.
receive. Alot of them are just i
Paal LeClerc.
The USS can organize other CUNY Enough notice was not given about preparing for how this will affect I N
ff id' "W'e ~ LeClerc
Letters 3
the hearing,' 1 Boisson stated.
.
ter."
atapo sal.
schools to get joint action on a
them
for
the
spnng
semes
er.
!
will
conti
nue
to
support
our
project a particular school might Steven Goldberg, director of the
Op-Eds 3
According to 1986 figures Baruch recruit~~g efforts: w~ look forward
want. Boisson explained that the Foreign Students' Office, said, "It
Another adUSS is "another means of expanding was just done very quickly because 1 is among the top four in enrollment to worxmg *lth him.
7
of
foreign
students
of
the
CUNY
ministration
official
who
asked not
communication with other guess there is a shortfall in the
governor's budget and they had to schools. When looking at how this to be identified stated, UNo one here
CUNYs."
Arts
The budget expenditures for the make an increase in someone's tui- increase and its subsequent implica- knows enough about LeClerc to say
tion - they diose non-resident's
See Page 4. Column 5
See Page 4. Column 4
See Page 4. Column 5
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EDITORIALS

No Vote, YouPay
The foreign students at Baruch College have once again been the victims of an administration that not only fails to meet their needs, but treats them with near contempt.
During the last academic year, the inadequacies of the Foreign Students' Office were
brought to light and its ineffectiveness,coupled with its overworked director .were exposed. This office, purportedly put in place to assist Baruch's foreign students, was being
run solely by Steven Goldberg who alone was supposed to provide help for some 1,200
students. Goldberg was not only responsible for speaking with students, gathering information and filling out forms, but he was also required to man the phones and do his own
typing, as the office did not employ even one student aide. As a result, many complaints
were lodged against the administration by those students who rightly felt they were being
treated as second-class students.
This situation has worsened considerably as the City University Board of Trustees approved a motion at a recent meeting that will increase the foreign students' tuition by
$1,500 by Spring 1989. To add insult to injury, the non-resident students in question were
not even consulted about the hearing held prior to the meeting where they should have
had an opportunity to argue their case. The rationale behind all this? The .state government's budget fell short of what was expected and the loss needs to be made up
somehow. The CUNY Board of Trustees decided that the most logical way to make some
quick money to compensate for the Governor's budgeting problems would be to raise the
tuition of a group that would be unable to fight back, or better yet, a group that lacked
voting power. By making the non-resident students bear the full brunt of the increase,the
CUNY Board of Trustees showed about as much collective judgment as if they had required one racial or ethnic group to pay more tuition.
For those who believe that the Board acted in the best interest of the majority of the
students by not raising everyone's tuition, the decision affects every student at Baruch
College. Not only does it diminish the reputation of Baruch in the eyes of prospective
non-resident students, but it does not indicate ~ high regard on the part of the administration toward any of Baruch's students. If the only requirement students must
possess to be fairly treated by the officers of CUNY is citizenship, therefore indicative of
voting power, one has to wonder how much respect the administration has for any of
Baruch's students.
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John Greco

The l:ruth Does.'t BlOt
Tbe beginning of a 9-e\y academic year. and the printing of our first issue gives us, the
editors and staff of The Ticker, a perfect opportunity to reaffirm our mission and
responsibility towards the Baruch community. To paraphrase our constitution, we are
dedicated to the fair and unbiased reporting of news about Baruch College and Baruch
studerrts, and the neighborhood in which we learn, relax and travel through. We have
always been and will always be "the students' voice" because we will take great pride in
and take great pains to maintain an independence from individuals or small interest
groups that would have us color the news in a way favorable to themselves. We answer
only to our fellow students and the ethic of truth. Our's is a forum where anyone's
voice may be heard if they have something to say.
'Vie also believe that.truth and the reporting of facts is beneficial to the Baruch community; only with knowledge can "prudent and thorough" decisions be made. Some
have recently suggested to The Ticker that the printing of a fact-based, unbiased news
story would be detrimental to the Baruch community. They asked why we should want to
"incite" the audience of the article with a story that has been told before, if only partially.
We pose our own question: Is it not true that half-truths are in fact not truth at all? By
asking us to suppress a story, aren't you denying our readership, the Baruch community,
facts necessary for them to make informed opinions?
We understand the difference between news and the right to privacy of individuals.
But the content of the said story deals with a subject of neighborhood debate, not private
negotiation. Therefore, we will reaffirm our mission and responsibilities and will print
this news story in our second issue, knowing we are doing the right thing.

Quotation of the Fortnight
"They had to make an increase in someone's tuition -

they chose nonresident's tuition and I do not think that people realize the, impact on international students. "_ Steven Goldberg, director of the Foreign Students'
Office, commenting on the tuition increase for nonresidents.
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Continued from Page 3

.campus on Thursday, September 8
from 12:30-4:30 in the lobby at 155
E. 24th St. to answer questions concerning the voluntary student group
health insurance program. Students
who have not received an information packet can get one at the Office
of the Dean of Students, Rm. 1702,
360 Park Ave. So. or at the Evening
Arrangements have been made and Graduate Student Services Ofwith the NYU School of Dentistry
A bulletin board announcing for Baruch students to participate fice, Rm. 527, 46 E. 26th St.
, . ,....' ~-:>'. ':.' .>::...
scholarships and internships has in a voluntary limited dental care
. ' , . '.0;"': . ':,:;'.'... '., ,. ': y.
been placed in front of tile Dean of program, THE STU-DENT PLAN.
'. . .. .. <:.<:;::~:>..:.>.:,.:';'Students Office, Rm.1702, 360 Park Most students should have received
';:.:..'~.~:~~'~.'~'7:_~~.::;.~~~:?i
Ave. So. Students are urged to
a direct mailing regarding .this proregularly check the board.
gram. Additional copies of the ;'.~~~.~~'."'::':'. )~~;:;'~~~::;2'0:;.~:~:'~"'~:';<:':'.,'" \]
brochure are available in the Office ."""""-...,",<",-,,~,,
of the Dean of Students, Rm. 1702,
360 Park Ave. So. or the Evening
and Graduate Student Services Office, Rm. 527, 46 E. 26th St.

TI(XER TAKES
Bulletin
Board

Student Dental
Plan

Career
Symposium

A symposium on careers in
Finance will be held September 29
at the 5th floor Faculty Lounge, 155
E. 24th St. at 9 a.m. Representatives from Citibank, Prudential,
Sanford-Bernstein, The New York
Stock Exchange and more will attend. All students are invited.

Mayor's
Scholarship
Applications for the Mayor's
Scholarship are available from the
Dean of Students Office, RID. 1702,
360 Park Ave. So. The deadline is
October 1. Interested students must
have a zero PELL index.

.
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Honor Society
Applications
Applications for Beta Gamma
Sigma, the national honor society
for students in the School of
Business and Public Administration, can be secured at the Office of
the Dean of Students, Rm. 1702,
360 Parle Ave. So. or the Evening
and Graduate Students Service Office, Rm. 527, 46 E. 26th St.
Elligibility requirements are
specified on the application.

Student Health
Insurance
A representative from Empire
Blue Cross/Blue Shield will be on

Comparing
Ideologies
socialism, of a sort, without
stagnation, long-term planning
without inflexibility and suecess without apparent excess.
They have low unemployment,
low inflation, high growth and
productivity, minimal crime and
a well·educat~d populace.

n

~~~~~e:~;:~~ IS ~~~o~~~~~i'~

and uniform society where
Koreans must hide thei rna·
tionaJity to avoid maltreatment,
where schoolchildren must cut
their hair a certain way or face
severe puntsnment, where blind
obedience is, frankly, a way of
life. The subjugation of the Individual to the group in Japan is
already legendary in its scope.
but it must not distract us from
the fact that they chose an
economic ideology that mire
rored that aspect of their
culture: liberalism. As Hayek
observed in The Road to Serf·
dom: "Economic control is not
merely control of a sector of
Auman life which can be
separated from the rest; it is the
control of the means for all our
ends." In the communist coun
tries, of course, regimentation
of human life is an art form. As
Elie Halevy said in another time:
"The socialists believe in two
things which are absolutely
contradictory: freedom and
organization." Contemporary
liberals advocating "just a little

tinkering" fail to see that after a
certain degree of economic and
therefor.e social-planning, they
can easily be on the road to
serfdom. Thus, my enthusiasm
for Japan's success Is a
cautious one.
The only form of government
in history that exalts the individual is democracy. It alone
has stemmed the flow of blood
so freely sacrificed by history's
dictators. It has done so by ex. changing physical warfare for
economic warfare. The only
economic system possible in a
democracy is capitalism of one
form or another. But in the 20th
century, we· have opted for the
"mixed economy," not laissezfaire. The pinnacle of success
for this variant of capitalism
has been achieved by Japan. I
say Japan's success is not impressive enough. The Nobel
Prizes seem to all be won over
here. Diversity of thought is certainly more accessible here
than anywhere in the world,
although most of us make scant
use of the opportunity. This is
the case partly because we are
the most lalssea-talre of all the
capitalisms that are· in existence. So my conclusion Is
simple: Let's go the other way
for a while, slowly, carefully and
give realization to the title of
Ayn Rand's most radical work,
Capitalism: The Unknown kieet.
For if we must criticize
capitalism so often and so
vehemently, let us give the object of our fury a chance to tutty
demonstrate why he is so tormidable an opponent. I, for one,
suspect he is a paper tiger.

,
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II ISTINGUISHED VIEWS OF PRE-WAR AFGf"iANISTAN
ALUMNI

IN THE AFGHAN FOLIO

(@F fSARUCH

technological influences of the West. For
example, some photographs are of a mosque at Gazergahm, the ruins of Farah, the
Kundez Province of Afghanistan. Still
Tashkurghan. Other pictures, displaying
simple scenic views, show a reservoir at
Herat, a mud brick village near Shiraz, a
grain market and a camel riding in the
Kundez Providence of Afghanistan. Still
other pictures capture the essential nature
of a peaceful group of people. For example,
Powell photographed a young boy with
a slingshot around his neck, a father and his
young shepherd son, a family. walking
towards a river, and a policeman on duty.
This unique photo display was a result of
many trips to Afghanistan between 1971
and 1978. The majority of the pictures were
taken while Powell was travelling
alone. He carried only a backpack. In a recent interview with Powell on the
phone, Powell stated' that he essentially
worked alone in. Afghanistan. Powell
developed friendships with the local people
along the way. He fortunately found the
people to be very receptive. He believed
that the reason for their behavior, lies in the
fact that, at that time, Afghanistan had
never been colonized. Therefore, the
Afghan people did not have a chip on their
shoulder. They welcomed foreign people.
Powell learned that by being discrete,

How Baruch

Changed
Samuel
and
Ruth Perelson

polite and hospitable, he could attain any
shot· that he desUed, using his Nikon 35

millimeter camera.
At present, Luke Powell resides in Ver-
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A Baruch education gives the rudiments
for a business career. It can pave the way to
future success. For Samuel S. and Ruth
Cohen Perelson, the four years they spent
at Baruch. laid the foundation for their
future personal and professional success .
Samuel S. Perelson received his B.B.A.
in accounting from Baruch in 1956. He
worked as a certified public accountant for
eight years before starting his own firm in
1964. He remarked that ; at first, "I didn't
have enough business to keep myself busy
full-time." To supplement his business, he
rented his services on an hourly basis to the
firm from which he leased his office. His
finn steadily grew and now, as a partner of
Perelson, Johnson and Rones, he has over
30 employees. The recent changes in the
tax laws have boosted his business as well.
For aspiring accountants, he stressed that
"learning the rudiments" is essential.
For those who want to start their own finn,
he said that "if they (the students) decide to
go to work for a large accounting finn, they
should not stay there too long... They
should know. they can get a superb level of
training at smaller firms too."
Perelson is enthusiastic about his profession, though he admits one drawback is the
large amount of reading necessary to maintain a current knowledge of the accounting
profession.
Perelson explained that' 'What I like best
is the variety of businesses and commercial
environments that it exposes me to ... I have
an insight as to hew businesses function
and how those who are successful
function. "
He observed of. his work: "The nature of
the business is such that we get to know
people in a very special way. If you know
the contents of a person's checkbook, you
have. undressed them in a unique fashion.
You have a close knowledge of what their
priorities in life are."

. See "Distinguished" on Page 8
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ne Friday MMque.
He is a man of varied interests. He is a
photographer, and many of his pictures will
be displayed at 28 exhibitions
Europe and North America as a talented
photographer, as many of his pictures will
be displayed at twenty-eight exhibitions
world-wide in the next two years. From pictures taken during trips abroad, this man
has provided us with an opportunity to see
a world vastly different from our own.
Through his '~hird-eye," he has captured
the beauty of the exotic worlds of
Afghanistan, India, Tibet,' Pakistan,
Ceylon, Israel and Egypt. He has also writ-

Herat, AfgllaktaD ·197.

ten about these places in great depth to expand the minds of his readers. Who is this
man of great talent? He is Luke Powell,
and his most. recent work can be appreciated at New York City's Asia Society
Gallery.
From now through September 15th, The
Asia Society Gallery will be displayiDa the
premiere photo exhibition of Luke Powell's
''The Afghan Folio." "The Afghan Folio"
encompasses 38 pictures of varied
existence of the Af8luu\ people. They
exisence of the Afghan people. The
photographs, simple and direct, portray a
world far removccl and untouched by the

meetinl old coDeaaues, and desipiaa a
house in England. One of his most timeconsuming. projects is the development of
the negatives from past trips taken abroad.
This project has lasted almost five years and
is still goiJlg on. To insure that Mr. PaweD's
photographs are clear, and contain details,
Powell uses Pte Kodak Dye Transfer
photographs with excellent results.
cess is very complicated and timeconsuming. It does however, produce
photographs with excellent results. Mr.
Powell prefers this method over other conventional processes because "the Dye
Transfer Process prints remarkably clean
and produces colors of a soft and subtle
nature.

Powell's work can only be seen for a
Asia Society Gallery, at 72S Park Ave.
The gallery is open during the week and on
the weekends. It is a lovely exhibit to walk
through, if one is interested in appreciating
a world far different from our own. It is a
unique experience where one can see the
culture, people, environment and a pietoral
history of Afpmistan.

'
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TRIBUTE TO THE "KING OF SWING"

(Continued from Page 7)
His wife, Ruth Cohen Perelson, obtained
her B.B.A. in business education from
Baruch in 1958 and her M.A. in education
from City College. She taught at the secondary school level until their first child was
born. She later started a personnel agency
with her sister-in-law which placed salaried
workers in non-profit organizations. She
left the business sector in 1982 to concentrate on volunteer work. She now serves as
the first woman president of the Jewish
Association for Services for the Aged. The
organization, a branch of the United Jewish
Appeal, provides services for the elderly.
"We take care of 62,000 elderly people,"
she explained.
Ruth Cohen met Samuel Perelson in 1954
when she was a cub reporter for The Ticker
and he was its editor-in-chief. Their
parents were attending a Baruch reception
when Perelson's mother met Cohen and liked her so much that she told her son to ask
the cub reporter for a date. Mother knew
best. They courted for several years and
married when Ruth was an upper senior in
1957. They have two adult daughters.
Both of them were very active in extracurricular activities. She was editor-in-chief
of The Ticker and served as the student host when Eleanor Roosevelt visited

By JERRY TAN

It was a late April evening. The dance of
spring unfurled its splendor like a maturing
orchard trembling and tender. Children
played in the streets, and modest gardens
throughout the city sighed, exuding a fresh
fragrance into the air.
The wind gently brushed the outside
walls and 12th floor window of an
academic building on Lexington Avenue.
Inside, soft chatter was discernible. In the
small music hall, a congregation of connoisseurs and aesthetes of swing, along with
one or two philistines of same, began arriving in all multiples of even and odd
numbers. Some spoke of new plays, like
Macbeth or Claude-Michel Schonberg's
distinguished combination of drama,
musical and Vietor Hugo. For the most
part, however, they assembled for their further enlightenment of that golden age in
America's past which F. Scott Fitzgerald so
vividly animates with his soul and pen.
At the appointed hour, more than
75 people had filled the seats in
quality in 1938, 50 years ago," explained
Edward Pessen, who was to deliver observations and patter on Benny Goodman and
his famous swing band.
The event was termed a Golden Anniversary Celebration, and quite appropriately
so since, "the band reached the height of its
quality in 1938, fifty years ago," explained
Pessen.
After an introduction by Dean Norman
Fainstein, Pessen expressed his gratitude to
more than 15 people former band
members, producers and co-workers, including a Goodman biographer - who had
provided useful information about Goodman and his band. Pessen then continued
with a history of the subject, and focussed
particularly. on Benny Goodman's band
during the years 1935 - 1938, when Goodman produced two great soloists, vibraharpist Lionel Hampton and pianist Teddy
Wilson. These two fine musicians were later
to achieve individual fame and recognition.
Goodman was a pioneer in racial
desegregation during a time when white
musicians never played alongside black
musicians in large commercial bands.
Goodman, however, was the first to use
both black and white musicians on stage at
the same time.
"In 1935, he hired Teddy Wilson to play
in the trio, and in 1936, he hired Lionel
Hampton to play... in the quartet," explained Pessen. "They though he was terrific.
He held his own with these men."
Talent, however, docs not discriminate
against :h;: poor. Had Goodman not found
.... ~(..:C'iC; a, a musician, he himself believed
he would n ave become a gangster. "I per.,una]:\ uoubt that. but he made the point.
He had a very difficult time as a kid. His
fat her W3.~ J verv poor man," remarked

.~
~.~

in

1~8

the school. He, besides his involvement
with The Ticker;pal"ticipated in Students for
Democratic Action, a left-wing political
group. He later became the national chairman of its affiliate, Americans for
Democratic Action. He interviewed Bernard M. Baruch for the newspaper, admitting that "I was awed by the experience."
The Per elsons stress the importance of
students participating in extra-curricular activities.
"I think it's important regardless of the
(student's) major in college to expand
themselves. to acquire responsibilities in
extra-curricular activities," she explained.
From her work on The Ticker, she learned
to . 'establish a sense of responsibility
towards the readership and the college. how
to delegate responsibility ... all .hc ski lls
which are connected wit h journalism."
The skills she learned from wor k i rig or.
t he paper have rr~'\' ed invaluable since
graduation. She commented ... I l j ~~t comes
together all the r ime- i r: o ne. .ife ."
The Perelsons have taken the k no ,v ledge
the v learned at Baruch and u-cd Il to
acnievc their profcss ional and personal
goals.

_l..

Pessen .
Aloriz with Favorites like 51. Louis Blues,
: he p:;mi"ed concert consisted of other

~

num~er.

Itkc, "a famous one from 1935
played at the Palomar Ballroom on August

5~

.<..,
The Couple Today

__ J

LOOKING BACK
Sixteen Years Ago In The Ticker...
Baruch College leased a building on Lex,ington Avenue and SOtI1 Street to house the
1 400 incoming freshmen. Dr. Jerry
Rosenberg, the then director of Freshman
Student Affairs was quoted in a prepared

the
funny
file·
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21in Los Angeles, Ben made his first major
breakthrouch with this number because a
big crowd ;f dancers thronged around the
ba~ndstand instead of dancing." It was the
Fletcher Henderson arrangement of
Sometimes I'm Happy.
Essentially, Benny created- a band where
musicians were able to exercise their own
musical ideas and convictions. The commercial bands did not allow this freedom of
expression. With the advent of Benny's big .

band in 1934, "the jazz world went crazy. "
- "You know what people in the Goodman
band have told me?" asked Pessen. They
told him it was, " .. .like making the New
y ork Yankees after you've played in the
.
Ieagues... "
mmor
Goodman was also child prodigy. He
joined Ben Pollack's touring band when he
was only 16. Nevertheless, even before
he joined Pollack's touring band, "at age
12 . and 13, he was playing professional jazz... and then he would practice
after hours with legends like Louis Armstrong, Earl Hines, and Coleman Hawkins.
"Benny always loved his [Henderson's]
music ...so when he started his big band in
December of 1934, one of the first things he
did was to hire Henderson as an arranger. "
The arrangements were critically important
because in effect, they created a new tune
from an ordinary song. "Henderson was
the first to say, 'nobody did it the way
Benny did.' Benny's band really fulfilled
hisvj Henderson's] dreams for the arrangements. "
Others numbers played that evening were
Benny's Let's Dance theme on a variation
of the 1~h century classic, The Invitation
to a Dance, arranged by George Bassman; a
medley by Duke Ellington, I Let a Song Go
Out ofMy Heatt, arranged by Edgar Sampson; Harold Arlen's Minnie the Moocher's
Wedding Day, with the infamous 'killer
diller' culmination. The 'killer diller', coined by Jimmy Mundy, is "a very hot climax,
and the trumpets are going full blast with
the saxophones blending them ... a .very
dynamic sort of tempo," defined Pessen.
The final number of the evening was
Edgar Sampson's arrangements of, Lullaby
in Rhythm. Pessen commented on the
numberv"] catted it a- beautiful example of
'smooth swing'.. .it was a very good example of how Goodman would do a song:
first you have the saxophones, which would
work many hours to get their blending just
right and the trumpets would do the
same Goodman's band had very precise
sectional playing and to get it precise, they
had to synchronize the phrasing just so to
make it sound like one voice."
One has dissolved into the chronicles and
chapters of rime, to materialize in an earlier
era of this century, partying with
sweethearts in a shiny tuxedo on West Egg
•
with the great Gatsby.
Twice Pessen had almost burst into tears
during emotional areas of his preser;!?'~ion,
for he loved the great "B.G." 50. In
preparing the concert, he had literally hundreds of tapes at his disposal. and indeed he
must have had a difficult time choosing
which were to be played. "1 just feel chills
running through me at the beauty of this
band," Pessen confessed.
He spoke longer than he anticipated he
would, so a substantial number of song-,
were never played, A reception had been
planned after the main event, and the
caterers were becoming restless. A young
man entered between numbers and announced quite nonchalantly, "One of the
waiters is walking out." Nu mbers ,
however, were squeezed off the list which
had originally been planned for the evening. One of the these was a favori te, Big
John Special"
these was a favorite, Big John Special.
Pessen clearly felt that Benny's touch has
been forever lost by modernity: "One is
capable of loving many things. You can
love your wife, you can love your work. I'm

a bit of a Tchaikovsky fan, Vivaldi, the
French Impressionists, but I'm not a huge
fan of modem jazz. Much of it bores me."
··lhere's a misconception that jazz is just
a group of men improvising. That could be
jazz, but when the guys in Goodman's band
played, there would be a certain bite to it,
there would be pauses, there would be a
pulse to it. .. ultimately, jazz is undefinable.
It's something you might call a feeling,"
said Pessen. "On the one hand you
had to be precise, and on the other hand,
you bad to be loose. You had to play the
notes, not just read them." Pessen paused
to take a drink and re-evaluate the last vein.
"Now, these are words, words, words," he
began gently and convincingly, "but I hear
it in the music ... "
"As a teacher, I think I've been influenced by Benny," admits Pessen. "At times I
improvise, at times I try to be precise, to get
it just right, and at times I go off and I try
to fly."
There has been some bad ink spilled over
Benny. One of these stories describes how,
in later years, he would lower his glasses to
stare at band members who played incorrectly. But the people who worked with him
identified this as his unique method of
teaching. He was always helpful, in his own
wav. "Helen Ward (vocals) and Christ
Griffin (trumpet) tell me that they all looked on Benny with awe. My point is he was a
demanding perfectionist and while this
sometimes irked some of the fellows, essentially they admired the hell out of him,"
commented Pessen.
The sands of the hour were swiftly slipping through the waist of time. Pessen decided to begin the singfest and handed out
lyrics of some favorite numbers to the au-

dience.
The singfest (practically everyone in the
audience joined in) included numbers like,
Goody Goody. in which Pessen had the audience enunciating the title phrase in the
manner he fondly terms, "the Helen Ward
way." Then came, Nice Work If You Can
Gel u. Tea for Two. I Can't Give You
Anything Bur Love, Hurry Home, Always,
and six other lovely tunes. The reception
was yet to follow, but nobody was in a
hurry.
For the singfest, playing at the piano was
Myron Schwartzman, an English professor
at Baruch. Paul Brown accompanied him
on the bass. His limber fingers moved
across the neck of the bass like an agile
dancer. The energy felt like a debut, but he
was in fact a professional musician from
Hanford.
The sun had long since bore its yellow
face i nto the depths of the western horizon.
The earth offered a gentle, simple counterpoint murmur to the melody of its ingres__ ion. Time slipped luxuriously and further
along: the occurring edge of the present,
while Terra continued to spin upon its
slanted axis. Fading twilight created an arr a -v of colors. and being
threatened with the
immediacy of night, produced an inexplicable, penchant hue - a captivating atmosphere which was at once amiable yet
ominous, affable yet foreboding, like love
itself. Late afternoon was no more.
Darkness had emerged in shadows, intermittently enhghtened by a night light. A second breeze met the contours of the
building, and for a moment, its energy
mingled with the sound of music emanating
from within. Someone was singing Benny
Goodman on a late April evening.
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for independence,"
that, "Several
possibilities exist-if we become independent from uptown (City College), we may
become a senior college offering classes on
the junior and senior undergraduate level
and a full program on the graduate
level." ...
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Here's what members of the Stu-pent Plan are saying about the proqrarn:
"The

students

very professional and courteous"

are

"I was amazed at how painless the care was"
"With the high cost of dental
to save money"

A.C.
8.T.

treatment, it was a great opportunity for me
M.K.

~

_
statement as saying, "We will have the entire building to ourselves during the day for
programming.
remediation
and
orientation.··... Day Session Student
Governme n t representatives led by
chairperson Roberto Rodriguez blocked a
motion at a faculty meeting to eliminate
unlimited absences from classes for seniors
and juniors.
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The Stu-Dent Plan, a pre-paid preventive dental
spouses and dependents.

program for students,

Offered to you by:

David B. Kriser Dental Center
New York University
345 E. 24th Street
New York, NY ~0010
(212) 998·9870
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By Lamine LasanalR. A. Parks

Assistant Registrar Unda Klleller and staff working to fill tile two day gap iD the registration scbedule
after the computers went down 00 August 16 and 17.
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Martin Stark",

Stork's Art"s
CARLOS SOSA

GRANT JONES

HOLLY A. VAN DEURSEN .

'SUSAN KRUSE
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Mn Structural Engineering.

University of Virginia, Fi·-

Uc Santa Cruz, Marine Biol-

University of Michigan, MBA
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A.shes to A.shes,
Comics to Movies
It started in 1977 with Christopher Reeve
and the Superman movies. Arnold
Schwarzenegger then got into the act with
two Conan movies. Soon there was a
Swamp Thing, A HOWlUd the Duck (from
Lucasfilm), and a Masters of the Universe.
Translating comic book characters into
I ucrative screen ventures has always been
risky, to say the least. Of the above men. tioned titles only the first two Superman
and Conan movies did well at the box office. The other comic/movie adaptations
were nothing short of multimillion dollar
box office disasters .
With all that against the comic book
hero, movie companies feel confident that
they can turn the tides on this ailing venture
and transform it into an enduring and appealing force in the competitive movie
world. For example, New World Pictures
purchased Marvel Comics from Cadence
Industries for $50 million in November
1986. Warner Communications has been
the controlling force behind be Comics for
some time now. Because our friendly
Hollywood movie companies are now in
control of our favorite superheros it was
only a matter of time before the great comic
book blitz began.

© 1988 Hewlett-Packard Company GM is a trademark of General Motors Corporation.

HP-22S SCIENTIFIC
CALCULATOR

HP-17B BUSINESS
CALCULATOR
PG12807

1. SHORT CIRCUIT
II MORE INPUT
. /;;-11
2. BIG TOP PEE
\
WEE
3. CADDYSHACK II
4. POLTERGEIST rn
5. WILLOW
6. THE RESCUE
7. ARTHUR 2:·
x
e
On The Rocks
~
~ 8. COCKTAIL
.~ 9. THE GREAT
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
OUTDOORS
Amold Scbwarzenegger is set to play Sgt. Rock
10. VIBES
in a movie based on the popular DC comic book
•••• <f-~':

'. ,",

)

Sorry, No X-men movie, but a Wolverine action
thriller is due out soon.

'J'he Big Three
An Explanation

--.

character.

SulRlfl,ertitne••••••
Movieti'fRe

In the May 10, 1988 edition of The Ticker
you people got an advanced 1001< at some of
Probably the three Hbiggies" are Batthe movies Hollywood had in store for the
man, The Punisher, and Sgt. Rock. The $10
public fA Baruch exclusive). Some were
million big screen adaptation of The
good, some were bad, and some could have
Punisher began rolling August 15th in
went either way. Below is a breakdown of
Sidney, Australia, with Dolph Lundgren
the best, worst, and borderline films of the
playing a man in a real tragic delemma. He
summer.
becomes a borderline psychotic living in the
U
z sewer after his famify is killed by organized
-:. crime. For the role Dolph Lundgren drop-- - ~ ....ped-20-- pounds,. and had-his. blond lJair ---0-.------ ---l~.-~lIes.t
. ~ shaved offaftd dyed blade. Lundgren· will
o look nothing like his He-man character.
~ You'll see him as a gaunt, driven, haunted
~ being with sunken eyes, who looks like so- .
~
~ meone possessed. Lou Gossett Jr. plays his l/''&.
~ friend, an~ ~utch actor Jeroen Krabbe por-~
~ trays die villian,
•
~
Arnold Schwarzenegger's Sgt. Rock is
~ being directed by Predator and Die H a r d ·
.,
~ director J?hn Mc~ier~n. If you ~iked all
<: the explosive stuff In Die Hard, which star~ red Bruce Willis as a cop from New York. Ii..
City who locks horns with a bunch of ~.
Look for your friendl}' neighborhood Spiderman
ruthless terrorists, then Sgt. Rock will
to crawl into theaters thls christmas.
definitely be for you. John McTiernan is
---planning to use pyrotechnics em such a
spectacular scale for the feature film that
•
will shoot in Spain that he is searching for
sites in the wilds of Montana and other
•
western states to. shoot the ~xplosive sequences. According to Mc'Tiernan, w h o ·
,
SPIDER-MAl". the Amazfng. movie- From
hasn't been able to find any open area: in
Cannon films and scheduled to have started
Europe
vast enough to do the pyrotechnical
shooting early this year, with a Christmas
scenes, "We'll be doing many more-much
opening date. Captain America is already in
bigger explosions-then we did in Die
•
pre-production.
Hard," i~owhich.terroristsand Bruce.Wi~lis
WOLVERINE- From New World Pictures
succeed m blowing up most of a highnse
•
Wolverine is the story of a borderline
building in downtown Los Angeles as well
psychopath who must keep his animal rage
as and several police cars and helicopters.
in check. His powers include an indestructiThe adaptation of the Sgt. Rock comic
ble body that has razor-sharp claws that
book
will be set in war-torn Italian villages
•
pop out of his knuckles. Mel Gibson would
in t~e ~nter .of l~. BATMAN, the
be ideal for this role.
mOVIe, will begin shooting on the Warner
HEROES FOR HIRE- From New World
Brothers lot in September and will feature
Pictures, this fighting duo is comprised of
Michael
Keaton as Batman and Jack
Luke Cage, a super strong ex-convict, and
Nicholson as the Joker.
{ron Fist, a white martial arts expert.
Heroes for Hire was not exactly a popular
comic, but its elements are reminiscent of
Lethal Weapon and other buddy/action
flicks.
•
ANT-MAN- Ant-man never had his own
With all this going on, Cannon films apbook but was part of the popular Avengers
pears to be taking the biggest risk with
series. Ant-man has the ability to shrink to
Superman
v. Menahem Golan, head of
the size of an ant while, still, maintaining
•
Cannon, is planning to do away with
his human strength. He can also comChristopher Reeve as Superman and
municate with ants. (New World Pictures)
Margot Kidder as Lois Lane, opting t()
______.ELEKTRA ASSASSIN- An extremely
replace them and all the other familar
popular supporting character from the
regulars
with new blood. The reason being
pages of Daredevil, Elektra is a female
that Golan feels Christopher Reeve is above
assassin trained by Ninja warriors.

Stark's

DIEHARD
MIDNIGHT RUN
3 WHO FRAMED
ROGER RABBIT
COMING TO
AMERICA
5 YOUNG GUNS
6 BIG
7 TUCKER A man
and his dream
8 RED HEAT
9 A FISH CALLED
WANDA
10 CROCODILE
DUNDEE II

In The Works:

HP-12C FINANCIAL
CALCULATOR

Sterk's
1 0 Worst· ~

. .~

~._---

HP-28S SCIENTIFIC
CALCULATOR

the age Superman has to be. HI think
Superman has to be eighteen or nineteen,
and all
the characters
around
him
'should
be
- -.
.
-il renewed. We need something fresh."
Whether or not this move proves pro.sperous remains to be seen, but judging
from box office sales of the last two Superman movies, the move couldn't hurt
or
maybe it could.

Superffl,O,n " •
No Chris Reeve

DC COMICSIWARNER COMMUNICATIONS

.

On The
Borderline
1. RAMBO III
2. DIRTY HARRY,
the Dead Pool
3. THE PRESIDIO
L-JnG--&&J~~~~

5. MARRIED--TO
THE MOB
6. NIGHTMARE ON
ELM STREET 4:
The Dream Master
7. FRIDAY THE
13th pt. 7
8. LICENSE TO
DRIVE
9. FUNNY FARM
10. MONKEY
SHINES
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Writers, Reporters, Editors Needed

Tile COtrlp~t
Disc Player

Open· House For Interested StaR

The inundation of CD players on the
market today is actually the realization of a
recent advancement in old technology - at
least one major European FM broadcasting
system was transmitting digitally around
the country as early as sixteen years ago.
There are audiophiles I know who are
younger than that.
The superior quality of the CD sound
blows away any analog system, the most
common of which are LP's and cassettes.
With digital sound, as long as the playback
device could detect the presence or absence
of a signal at a particular moment in time,
any distortion, noise, or irregularity that
the system itself added along the way would
simply be ignored.
The ideal high fidelity system had been
dreamed of a long time ago, and its chief
reason for existence was to be able to
achieve such a standard of sound that any
listener would be able to close his or her
eyes and "hear" the musicians live - in effect, to transport the best seat in the bouse
of in Radio City Music HaIl or Lincoln
Center right into their living rooms. Being
there was the trick. Even though sensitive
equipment can still detect distortion in a
compact disc, the level of it is now so low
that it is virtually inaudible to the human
ear. The CD has moved the world of hi-fi
one step closer to perfection - overnight.
Anyone who- has ever heard their favorite
music on a CD can attest to this.
If the CD is so perfect, why hasn't
anyone ever thought of bringing digital into
the consumer mass market before? The
answer is- simPle. Th.§_ coulc:!I..l~~:-__'!~~ on~
pivotal requirement for digital audio was _
that the system had to have an extremely
wide bandwidth, at least 1 megahertz. True,
a few record labels had begun to pioneer experimentation with professional digital
recorders more than twelve years ago, but
they were either using modified video gear,
or specially designed transports offering extremely high tape speed with a large number

Wednesday, September 14th
26th St. Bldg.
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of tracks. No one had yet discovered the
technology to produce a recorder suitable
for the consumer market.
Then Sony and Philips came along,
and all that changed. In their now famous
collaboration, they made the first consumer
CD debut in 1983 after the ground work
had already been pretty well-laid. In fact, it
was the introduction of the VCR which
made the development of digital sound a
commercial reality.
Videotape recording practically led to
videodiscs, which never really quite caught
on although the technology that made
videodiscs possible would later be adapted
to achieve commercial digital sound. When
Philips, the company that developed the
videodisc, got together with Sony, the company with tile greatest digital audio
technology experience, what could the
average audiophile expect to hear? One slap
and loud cries. The CD was born and to the
surprise of the companies involved, digital
audio hit the international audio community like wildfire.
The original companies involved believed
their paradigm to be a finished product, yet
in reality, no first-generation technology is
ever truly perfect. After all, no one really
expects a baby to eat ice cream without the
mess. Well, audio designers have' since
sought to make some key improvements on
the CD, mostly with respect to disc
playback. The baby is not all grown up yet,
but here's what has been happening.
To convert an analog signal, such as a
microphone output, into a digital signal,
the original must be decomposed into a
precise amount of small "samples". In the
case of the compact disc, the number is
44,100 every second. The voltage level of
every sample must be measured, and these
measurements are then converted to
a digital "word", which contains a certain
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247 Third Avenue
At 20th Street

475-8890

New York Oty HardcorelTbe Way It Is·
Various Artists (Revelation Records)

GLAUCOMA TEST

The summer brought waste to our
beaches, heat to our pavement and New
York City Hardcore to the ears of many.
An album was released-in July representing
some of the best of our local hardcore
bands.
The bands differ in theories on life,
politics and basic views on music. The cornmon bond is that they are the members of
the current 1987-88 New York scene.
This album is a true compilation with a
total of twelve bands represented. Bold,
Nausea, WanOne, Gorills Biscuits, Trip 6,
Breakdown, Youth OJ Today, Sick Of It
All, Krakdown, Side By Side, Youth
Defense League, and Supertouch are
featured on this record. These aren't
glamourous Hollywood people looking .to
make a million dollars. These are real life
people just baving fun and making good
music. Support them if you can.
-PtltMcK...,

DOCTOR

ON
PREMISES

(WITH VALID ID)
~Val-P<lk. 5/88
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number of "bits" (there are 1.5 million bits

for every second of music). Naturally, the
more bits there are in the word, the greater
the dynamic range and number of discrete
voltage levels that can be recorded. The
stream of 'data on a compact disc is now
composed of 16-bit words, but until recently, the digital-to-analog converters (0/A
c:onverter) on a CD couId only handle 14-bit
words. This yields an increase of potential
dynamic range to 96 dB. True, witb certain
manipulation of data, a 14-bit signal could
be expanded to simulate the performance of
II 16-bit converter, but the result had always
been a compromise In other technical areas.
Now that 16-bit words can be 'accurately
processed, one company, Yamaha, is taking matters in stride by applying similar
manipulations to a 16-bit 0/A converter to
simulate an 18-bit converter.
.
In addition to this, so-called anti-aliasing
filters have also captured much attention.
The basic shape of a D/A converted signal
is exactly like the original with the exception
that the digital signal has sharp corners (it is
a series of square waves, in fact) in contrast
to the smooth, sinusoidal waveforms of an
analog signal. The 44.1 kHz "clock frequency" of digital sound is also present in
the output. All this extraneous material
must be removed, or it may react with
the audio frequencies to produce
mischievous intennodulation distortion. A
Iow-pass filter is inserted in the signal path
just above the highest desired frequency to
counter this problem.
There is, however, a tendency with
analog filters to cause a little phase shifting,
and the steeper the filter's slope, the greater
the phase shift. Although I cannot hear this
bastardization of music when I listen to a
CD, some people claim they have this ability. Nevertheless, it is a measurable
phenomenon. The filter should therefore

begin to act at a frequency above 20 kHz,

or it would defeat the entire purpose of
digital should any part of the standard
audio spectrum be removed beforehand.
Since the removal of the clock frequency is also performed by the filter, the filter
must be very steep because the clock frequency itself is only one octave above the
summit of the audio band. This combination of events sets up the pieces for another
unforgivable violation - shifting of the upper frequencies.
A technique has been devised to prohibit
this from happening; standardly deubbed
"oversampling;" This principle works on the
basis that if each digital word is read twice,
or even four times, the clock frequency
would be raised. The higher clock frequency (88.2 kHz at 2-times oversampling, or
176.4 kHz at 4-times oversampling) allows
the 0/A converter to use a more gradual
slope. In some cases, it even moves the offensive corner frequency UP the spectrum as
well. Both techniques reduce phase shifting.
One manufacturer, Cambridge Audio, is
such a devout practitioner of the oversampling technique, that it actually has a
CO player utilizing 16-times oversampling.
On the actual production side of CD's,
however, much headway Bas also been
made. In the early years, manufacturing
processes were not only very expensive and
complicated, but there was also a very high
rejection ratio. This cold and devilish fact
kept CD prices quite high and not very at.
tractive.
Then came Teldec, a company based in
Germany. Teldec developed a method for
mastering CD's directly in metal rather than
by the photo-optical method. This process
reduced the prices of CD's somewhat
because Direct Metal Mastering greatly
lessens the need for a clean-room environment. Naturally, lower production costs
almost always benefit the end-users.
3M has experimented with manufacturing CD's from cold plastic rather than
molten material in their effort to combat rejection rates. With molten material, there is
a tendency for the plastic to deform as it
cools.
No matter what they may say, and
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digital sound over conventional analog
quite.~

.----

ail expensive medium compared -ro--the f,¥
or cassette. Yet can one person arbitrarily
put a price on beautiful music? For sure,
the CD will not share the same dismal fate
as its predecessor, the videodisc. It can only
get better from here as anyone who loves
music knows.

The
Pincaccle
Of
!Pe..fection
•

t

I

I,
I

Peter Murphy-Love Hysteria
(Beggars Banquet)

There are two songs on this album which
have received the most airplay and they
have been placed strategically at the beginning of each side. The listener has no alter~~native but to listen to both sides; however,
let me assure you that this album is superbly
done. Perfection is the word to describe
what this album is made of.
The first side begins with All Night Long.
A subtle atmosphere is created by the interviewing songs. These songs induce relaxation on the listener, so beware.
The lyrics on this album are a definite
plus. Generally, the songs have poetic like
words with a hint of drum riffing and guitar
in the background. The spaces between
each song can be compared to cadences
separating movements in classical music.
Peter Murphy, former lead singer of
Bouluzus, has been working on his solo
career since the breakup. Low Hysteria is
the pinacde of his career at this point.
-PfltMeX....
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WARNER BROS.
75 Rockefeller Plaza
New York. New York 10019

"Crossing
Delancey, " Starring
Greenwich House Amy Irving in New
Film Comedy, Opens
Pottery
Exclusive New York
Area Engagement
Greenwich House
August 24 at Plaza
Pottery Announces
Annual Bazaar
"Crossing Delancey," starring Amy IrvGreenwich House
ing in a high-spirited contemporary comedy
that focuses on the universal need for conPottery Announces
nection-with family, lovers and
friends-will open on Vv· ednesday, August
Annual Bazaar
24, in an exclusive New York area engagement at the Plaza Theatre in Manhattan
Oscar nominee Amy Irving stars as
Isabelle "Izzy" Grossman, a single
Manhattanite in her 305, who is hurled into
a romantic adventure when her grandmother, "Bubbie" (Reiz l Bozyk), hires a
matchmaker, even though Izzy is a bright,
independent young woman with a
flourishing career as a bookstore manager,
plenty of friends and a promising flirtation
with a prominent novelist (Jeroen Krabbe).
"Crossing Delancey" is a WameF Bros.
presentation of a Joan Micldin Silver film,
starring Amy Irving. Peter Riegert, Jeroen
Krabbe and Sylvia Miles also star in the picture, which was directed by Joan Micklin
Silver, produced by Michael Nozik and executive produced by Raphael Silver. The
screenplay is by Susan Sandler, based on
the play by Sandier. Director of
photography is Theo Van de Sande; production designer is Dan Leigh. Music for
the Warner Bros. release is by Paul
~hihara.

Free Evening Of
Classical Music At
Jefferson Market
Library

The photographs on exhibit were taken
during a trip in which Ms. Goodsmith served as adviser and teacher to the women's
labor organization SEWA (Self-Employed
Women's Association). Ms. Goodsmith
photographed women in both their
workplaces and their homes engaged in a
wide range of activities. Ms. Goodsmith
commented, "I was drawn to these women
because of their resilience. camaraderie and
warmth." In Kashmir, which borders on
Pakistan and Afghanistan. she photographed children of this remote region at work
and at play.

The New York Public
Library Card
The New York Public Library Card is a:
free "admission tic·ket" to the largest collection in America of books, recordings,
cassettes, CD '5, films. videocassettes and
other materials (nearly 10 million items) at
81 Branch Libraries in Manhattan, the
Bronx and Staten Island. It is also the symbol of the thousands of free programs and
services offered by the Library each year to
people of all ages.
How to get a library card:
Simply fill out an application at any of
the 81 branch libraries in the New York
Public Library system.

Who can apply for a card:
Anyone who lives, works or. goes to
school in New York State may apply for a
card. Children may register as soon as they
can print their names. Parental approval is
required for children under 12 years or
below 7th grade.

- 5.7 million inquiries answered in-person
and by telephone .
- 17,500 free programs attended by 500,000
people of all ages; (10,700 specifically for
children)
- Access to microcomputers at 36 locations,
used by over 30,000 people (Libraries are
the only place microcomputers can be used
free in New York City)
- Personalized career planning and information search strategies are provided to 8,000
New Yorkers each year.
- Circulation of 400,000 braille books. talking books and cassettes to over 20,000 blind
and physically handicapped users.
- Distribution of 200,000 pamphlets and
hand-outs about AIDS in past two years
(The largest distributor of free AIDS information in NYC)
- 25,000 books .circulated to 37. nursing
homes throughout NYC
- Literacy tutoring provided to 1,000 adult
students; circulation of 50,000 books
through Library's literacy program (2,500
people have been tutored since program
began in 1984)
- 90 classes in English as a second language
given to 2,000 immigrant adults (6,000
adults have participated since 1984)
- 5,000 yearly visits conducted with public
school classes, both on library premises and
ir. school classrooms.
- Vital resources and service to more than
400 educational, cultural and community
organizations are offered, ranging from the
Coalition for the Homeless to the School of
Visual Arts.
-~-------
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The New York
Public Library

Faces of North India
and Kashmir will be
on View in Photo
Exhibit at Donnell
Library Center
NYPL's Donnell Library Center will present Kindred of Light: Faces of India and
Kashmir, a series of photographs by Lauren
Goodsmith , The exhibit, which will feature
27 color photographs depicting daily life in
northern India and Kashmir, will be on
view in the Main Lobby from Thursday,
September 8, to Saturday, September 24.
The library is located at 20 West 53rd
Street. Admission is free.

Tutoring Position
C.A.$.H. Presents
for the Fall· 1988 Semester
IF YOU ARE AVAILABLE in the Ev,ening

9·1

Open House

10·21

Deloltte Haskins & Sells
Field Trip

9·8

Peat Marwlck Main
International Tax

·10-27

International Business
Machines
Richard Waksman
Opportunities In
Accounting

9·15

Source Finance
Gary Goodwin
Cliff Weinstein
Careers In Accounting

11·3

Con Edlson
Progression In Accounting

9·16

Arthur Young
Field Trip

11·4

Touche Ross
Field Trip

9·22

Arthur Young
Mock Interview

11·10

Internal Revenue Service
Various Careers in

Write For
Ticker Arts
CtUSttrk
725-7622

9·29

Symposium
Kenneth Leventhal
Richard Eisner

11·11

Price Waterhouse
Field Trip

David 'Serdon

11·17

Saloman & Co_

Alex K. Saloman
.Stadiagyour awa firm

" . 9-36-.. Peel M8rwic:k MaiA--- -

FietdTrlp

10-6

Career Day

10-7

Arthur Anderson
Field Trip

12·1

Republic National Bank
Diversification in
Accounting
Thomas Kehrer
Nell Allan

12·8

Elections
End of semester party

12·15

Fall Banquet

----------~~-----

Privileges of a cardholder:
Cardholders have access to nearly 10
million items in the branch library collections and borrowing privileges at all 81
branches. Books can be borrowed and
returned to any branch; however, fragile
materials such as videos and recordings
must be returned to the branch from which
they were borrowed.

10-14
10-20

- 81 branch libraries throughout Manhattan, the Bronx, and Staten Island
- 1 million cardholders
- Collections totalling 9.4 million items:
over 3 million books; 250,000 recordings;
thousands of videocassettes, films, compact
discs, and periodicals. (The largest public
library collection in America).
- 845,000 items added to collections annually (1987)
- Open 2,8S0 hours per week in 1987 (1,933
in 1977; 3,869 in 1970)
- Current cost of operation: $60 million
($47.4 million from NYC; $8.4 million
from New York State; $4.2 million other
sources)

Contact:

Ms. Alford
18th St. Bldg.
RDl 1302 A
505-5963

Coopers & Lybrand
Field Trip

Students appreciate the Help.

.
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"CKER CLASS/FIEDS
Part·Time
Secretary Wanted

Emst & Whinney
Susan Ward
Recruiting Process

Evening Student Services Office
must have good office communication and
managerial skills, be reliable, and be able to type well.
Hours: 3:30 - 8:30

Refreshments will be served at all
C.A.$.H. meetings.

Fines:
10 cents per day for adult books and
audio recordings; 5 cents per day for
children's books; $3 per day for videos.
Senior citizen fine rates are reduced 50070.

Fact Sheet

(5:30 - 8:00), can co·mmunicate well, are'
patient, and SKIL~ED IN ACCOUNTING,
contact Chevy Alford In the Baruch Tutoring
Center about a tutoring job in accounting.
You must be a junior, have at least a. B
average, and have good references.

Accounting

Borrowing policies:
Books may generally be borrowed for 3
weeks; audio recordings for 2 weeks; and
videos for 3 days. It is currently NYPL
policy not to extend or renew loans.

,
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Services Provided
Annually

The NYPL's Jefferson Market Regional
Branch.. 425 Avenue of the Americas, will
host an evening of classical music on
Wednesday, August 3., at 6:30 p.m. This
American Landmark Festival presentation
will feature Michelle Steiner on the French
horn and Andre ...· Bolotowsky on the flute.
Admission is free ..-\11 81 Branch Libraries
of The New Y ( .ok P 'ic I ibrary offer free
programs frr C
tr e n and adults
throughout Manh... In. the Bronx and
Staten Island.
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The 32nd Annual Pottery Bazaar at
Greenwich House Pottery. located at 16
Jones Street, will be held on Thursday,
September 15, 6:00pm-9:00pm; Friday,
September 16, 10:00am-5,3Opm; Saturday,
September 17, 10:00am-5 :OOpm. Work for
sale is priced from 50¢ upl ! All pieces have
been made and donated during the past
year by faculty and students at Greenwich
HQuse Pottery . Proceeds 'from the sale support, in part, the educational services and
programs of Greenwich House Pottery.
Traditionally there's a line. so come early
and bring sturdy shopping bags. New merchandise is. added daily. It's a great way to
get a head start on holiday shopping, to get
something really unique for your own
home, or even to stock the shelves of your
shop.
Greenwich HOUSE POTTERY is easily
reached by all IND trains to West 4th
Street, Seventh Avenue IRT to Sheridan
Square and Crosstown Buses to 8th/9th
Street.

•.

Honored at
81 branches.
The Library Card.

Get yours today Its free!
. Look under U~iCS in the ~-YNEX
"\dlow Pa~~s for ~branch nearest you.

p.m. Flexible schedule.

Contact:
Office of Evening 5erviceslCarol Robbins
26th Street Building, Room 527

725-3385

WANTED: Your Ad

Field trips to the Big Eight aeeounting firms are co-sponsored by the
Accounting Society, Beta Alpha Psi,
and N.A.B.A.

$20 per column inch
$10 per next coItlmn inch
Must be paid In advance
Bring your ad. with a check or money order
To The Ticker, A'n 301 F, Student center

ITS BETTER THAN BILLBOARDS

C.A.$.H. meetings held in Room 429
of the 26th Street building during
Thursday's Club Hours.'
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WE D.O IT ALL:

JOURNALISM
---............- - - - - SALES
ADVERTISING
ACCOUNTING

.r

.

MARKETING
PROMOTION
PUBLIC RELATIONS
MANAGEMENT

AND HAlE "FUN" DOING IT!

SEPT. 8
RR1301 F
1 - 3 pm
STUDENT CENTER
725-7622
!

~

RefresluneDls.. Will Be Served

